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Sample of key findings
Barriers to wider use of
third-party DFMs

Adoption leads to
increased time with clients

Non-adopters of DFM cited
cost as the single largest barrier
to take-up (76%), followed by
concerns over their ability to
justify their own fees to the
client (64%) and ownership of
the ‘investment value chain’.

45% of adopting advisers were
now able to spend more time
with their clients, impacting on
both their relationship – and
remuneration. Adopters spent,
on average 2.5 extra hours per
week with their client base.

(for full details see page 6)

(for full details see page 13)

How challenging is it to
introduce clients to DFM?

The impact on client
relationships

The study explores to what
extent clients were happy with
advisers’ recommendations
to transition to DFM. It then
examines how easy advisers
found it to introduce DFM into
their business. (for full details see page 8)

The research shows that almost
two thirds of advisers felt that
the quality of their client contact
had improved. 55% of adopting
advisers fed back that they
felt client trust had increased
significantly, as a direct result.

Changes in clients’
investment performance
post-adoption
A litmus test for the move to
adoption. 72% of advisers stated
that their clients’ investment
performance had improved.
Increases in clients’ risk/return
profile were also quantified.
(for full details see page 9)

Consensus regarding
personalisation in DFM
A critical factor in discretionary
fund management. 81% of users
(and 79% of non-users) defined
true DFM as an Individual
Portfolio Service, as distinct
from other provider offerings.
(for full details see page 10)
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(for full details see page 14)

The strategic impact of
adoption
Client results across key
measures including investment
performance, quality of contact
and trust improved significantly
over time. (for full details see page 15)

Greater client satisfaction
translating into increased
adviser profitability
Client numbers, hourly fees,
client revenues and adviser
earnings are measurably higher
for adopters of DFM.
(for full details see page 17)

Introduction
Third-party discretionary fund management (DFM)
has been a feature of the adviser landscape for
almost 15 years, growing exponentially within that
time to its current estimated adoption by advisers
of about 40-50%. And while myths and conjecture
surrounding its impact on the industry proliferate in
the trade media, there has been astonishingly little
robust data to date to quantify its effect on advisers
and clients.
Given the billions of pounds
invested via discretionary
fund management, this is both
surprising – and commercially
unhelpful. So, in the first
quarter of 2018, leading
industry provider Rathbones
commissioned an authoritative
research study to understand
what value DFM has created
since its first adoption.

Independent financial research
specialist CoreData spent
three months conducting indepth research and analysis,
comparing data from 100
‘adopting’ and ‘non-adopting’
advisers. The result is a
comprehensive independent
examination of actual adviser
behaviour and outcomes since
adoption, replacing myth and
perception with fact.
‘The value of discretionary
fund management’ is a
body of work that provides
meaningful comparison of
changes in client numbers,
revenues, client satisfaction,
investment performance – and
considerably more.
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Within the research, Rathbones
also sought to understand
the pace of change for adviser
businesses post-adoption. To
understand this, the research
divided business outcomes
for adopting advisers into two
groups: early adopters (adopted
DFM at least 6 years ago) and
recent adopters (1-5 years).
While the first chapter,
published in early October
2018, focuses on how
discretionary fund
management has impacted
on the shape and profitability
of the adviser model since
adoption, this second chapter
reports on the all-important
impact of adoption on the
adviser’s relationship with
the client. Highly pertinent in
the light of advisers’ concerns
that employing third-party
DFM could have a negative
impact on client perceptions,
relationships and fees earned.
The findings are significant,
often surprising and influential.
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Primary barriers to wider
use of third-parties

We first set out to understand
non-adopters’ barriers to using
discretionary fund management.
The primary reason was cost, with
some 76% of non-adopting advisers
detailing this as a primary barrier.
A further 64% felt that adopting DFM
would mean they would struggle to
justify their fees – the belief being
that adoption would impact on
clients’ perceptions of their role – and
revenues. A further 55% felt that
employing a third-party would entail
‘losing control of the investment/
value chain’, compromising their role
with clients. The perception that their
clients were not ‘wealthy enough to
use a DFM’ was the fourth highest
ranking answer (42%).

Figure 1:

P
 rimary barriers to wider
use of third-parties

The cost of using an investment
specialist/DFM is too great
Advisers will struggle to justify
their own advice fee to the client
I would lose control of the
investment/value chain
Most advisers feel their client base
is not wealthy enough to use a DFM
Clients could end up with assets
entrenched with one provider
DFMs may try to steal the
end client from the adviser
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‘Stickiness’ of clients is an issue for just
over a third of non-users (36%), with
advisers concerned that ‘clients could
get entrenched with one provider.’ The
lowest ranking score in this section
was from advisers who said they
would not adopt as DFMs may try to
‘steal the end client’, this belief held by
a smaller 27% of non-adopters.

The value of discretionary fund management

76%
64%
55%
42%
36%
27%

We would have to
reduce our fee as
we are no longer
advising on the
investment strategy.
Non-DFM user

We have taken the step to
reduce our ongoing advice
fee to reflect the fact that
we no longer manage the
money. We take the longterm view that it frees us up
to concentrate on other areas.
Other firms may find that a
difficult pill to swallow.
DFM user
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How difficult was it to introduce a third-party
investment manager to clients?

The research then sought to
understand how clients reacted
to their adviser recommending
partnering with a DFM.
This was designed to probe if clients rejected
the thought, seeing it as weakness – or as
a failure of the adviser in his core client
responsibilities. Advisers fed back that an
overwhelming 97% of clients were happy to
use third-parties. An extension of the strong
relationships of trust clients often feel towards
their adviser.

And while some advisers were concerned
about their businesses reacting negatively to
the introduction of third-party investment
management, the reality was they didn’t need
to worry. The vast majority (76%) of advisers
in the study agreed or strongly agreed that
their organisation ‘did not find it challenging to
introduce third-party investment managers into
the business.’

Figure 2:

C
 lients happy for advisers to make
delegation decision

97%

My clients were happy
for me to use third-party
investment specialists

76

My organisation did not find
it challenging to introduce
third-party investment
managers into the business

%

Our network has a panel of approved DFMs. That’s our
starting point. Then it was narrowed down to just a
couple because of previous working relationships and
we were happy with their investment process and, on a
personal level, the investment managers looking after the
client. When you know the personality of the investment
managers you find it is easier to match them with a
client. It’s a personal thing – the firm can have all the sales
process and everything else but if you don’t know the
manager then you don’t know if it will be a good match.
DFM user
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Performance. What changes have advisers
seen in their clients’ portfolio performance
post-adoption?
The performance of client
portfolios post-adoption is
patently a critical issue. 81% of the
non-adopter group cited concerns
about performance as a key reason
for not having proposed DFM as a
solution to their clients to date.
The Rathbones study therefore set out to
understand to what extent the transition to DFM
had affected client investment performance.

Figure 3:

%

The investment
performance of my
clients’ portfolios
has improved

66

%

The risk/return profile
of my clients
has improved

76

%

I am more comfortable
with the composition of
my client base
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As a secondary performance indicator, 66% of
adopting advisers stated that the risk/return
profile of their clients had improved.
The importance of client investment performance
is confirmed further in Figure 4, with adopters
citing it as the single most important factor in
selecting a third-party DFM.

Figure 4:

P
 erformance and risk/return
improves post-adoption

72

An overwhelming 72% of advisers agreed or
strongly agreed that this had in fact increased
post-adoption.

81%
75%
57%
30%
30%
17%
8%
3%
2%

M
 ost important factors when
selecting a third-party
Performance

Cost

Investment process

Manager track record
Level of personalisation offered

Past relationship with manager

Ratings

Intellectual capital

Brand recognition
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Personalisation. Different providers,
different definitions. How do advisers
define DFM personalisation?

In Figure 4 on the previous
page, we can see the
value advisers place on
DFMs’ ability to create
personalised solutions
for clients, with almost
1 in 3 (30%) citing it
as one of the primary
factors when choosing a
third-party; DFM providing
a clear alternative to asset
managers’ risk-rated and
multi-asset funds.
With suppliers of discretionary fund
management defining personalisation
as different and distinct service
offerings, the study sought to define
what ‘level of solution’ constituted a
meaningful, personalised DFM offering
for advisers.

Some DFM providers promote multiasset funds, model portfolios and
‘Unitised Portfolio Services’ (fettered
and unfettered fund investments) as
personalisation, but low scores for
these offerings not qualifying as true
personalisation can clearly be noted.
Figure 5:

W
 hat constitutes a personalised
investment service for advisers?

Individual Portfolio Service (full DFM; inc funds and
stocks etc)

81%

79%

Managed Portfolio Service (fettered fund investment)

22%

18%

Multi-asset funds

15%

15%

Model portfolios

Both groups agreed consensually. 81%
of DFM users (and 79% of non-DFM
users) defined true personalisation
as an Individual Portfolio Service
(including full DFM, funds and stocks).
There then followed a large gap, with
‘Managed Portfolio Service’ (fettered
fund investment) at 22% for users and
18% for non-users.

16%

Unitised Portfolio Service (fettered and unfettered
fund investments)

10%
DFM users (n=67)
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12%
6%
Non-DFM users (n=33)

The Rathbones
view on personalisation:
There is an understandable
emotion around retaining the use of
in-house investment propositions.
But without the necessary resources,
infrastructure and in-house depth, the use
of an external specialist can only enhance
client investment outcomes. To retain
control, advisers gravitate towards model
portfolios, but the more complex the
needs of the client, the more a full-service
DFM specialist will add value to the client.
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Has DFM increased the amount of
time advisers spend with clients?
Adviser data in the first chapter of ‘The value of discretionary fund
management’ showed in what activities adopters of DFM invested their
time, when not delivering investment advice. Given the importance of
client time in influencing both the quality of the client relationship and
revenues, the research then set out to understand whether adoption had
permitted increased time with clients.

45% of advisers revealed they now
conducted more meetings with
clients, while 51% of adopting
advisers detailed that they held the
same number.
Furthermore, analysis of the data
demonstrated that users of thirdparties spent more than a quarter of
their week meeting clients (versus
19% for non-users), the equivalent of
an additional 2.5 hours each week.
Given client time is indelibly linked
to remuneration, we then set out to
understand (overleaf) how this has
impacted on adopting advisers’ fees
and remuneration.
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Figure 6:

C
 lient meetings also rise post
third-party usage

45%

More client meetings

51%

The same number
of meetings

4%

Fewer client meetings
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What effect has adopting DFM
had on the client relationship?
The study has already revealed non-adopters’
perceptions that moving their clients to
DFM will have a negative impact on their
credibility – and relationship. We therefore
set out to explore how advisers felt their
relationship had changed post-adoption.
Almost two thirds (63%) commented
positively that ‘the quality of my client
contact has improved’ since adoption.
Improved performance, combined with
better-quality client contact has, in turn,
translated into improved relationships, with
55% of advisers agreeing that ‘I feel my
clients trust me more now.’
And while advisers may have concerns about
cost, this appears to be unfounded, as cost
is proven to translate into performance and
value for clients.

63

%

The quality of
my client contact
has improved

14

55

%

I feel
my clients trust
me more now
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72

%

The investment
performance of my
clients’ portfolios
has improved

The strategic impact over time of adoption
– the effect on clients and advisers

s

While the Rathbones research
details consistently positive
impacts post-adoption, we have
to date, by necessity combined
all adopting advisers into one
data set, irrespective of whether
their transition took place
one or ten years ago.

Figure 8:

To understand the relationship between results
and length of time since adoption, the study
therefore divided adopters into two groups
– ‘recent adopters’ (1-5 years ago) and early
adopters (6 years minimum), with both data
sets being of comparable size.

Figure 9:

This makes interesting reading, with results
improving consistently over time, in line
with the benefits of a strategic investment
decision. As an example, against the metric
‘the investment performance of my clients’
portfolios has improved’, 65% of recent
adopters agreed; this rising to 80% for advisers
who adopted DFM more than 6 years ago.
Figure 7:

‘ The investment performance of my
clients’ portfolios has improved’

65%

Recent adopters

80%

Early adopters

‘ The quality of my client contact
has improved’

57%

Recent adopters

70%

Early adopters

‘ I feel my clients trust me more now’

51%

Recent adopters

60%

Early adopters

The same holds true for positive changes in
business performance over time. While 54% of
recent adopters agreed that ‘revenues from my
existing clients have increased as a result of me
spending more time with them’, the figure rose
to 63% for early adopters.
Figure 10:

‘ The revenues from my existing clients
have increased as a result of me
spending more time with them’

54%

Recent adopters

63%

Early adopters

This pattern further repeats itself when
reviewing the adviser data on ‘the quality of my
client contact has improved’: 57% for recent
adopters versus 70% for their early adopter
counterparts. And for ‘my clients trust me
more now’ the 51% scores achieved by recent
adopters rises to 60% for the early adopter set.
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The key findings

2.5
hours

45% of advisers who have
adopted DFM now spend
more time with fee-paying
clients. On average 2.5 hours
extra per week.

Almost 100% of
advisers confirmed
their clients were happy
for their investment
management to be
outsourced to third-parties.

97%

Trust up

63%

Over half (55%) of advisers
said their clients trusted
them more following the
move to DFM.

Average adopter
revenues rose to
£220,716 per
annum, compared
with £186,606 for
non-adopters.

18%

63% of advisers
confirmed that the quality
of their client contact had
improved since clients
adopted DFM.

72

Performance
72% of advisers confirmed
their clients’ performance had
improved post-adoption.

Personalisation
Almost 1 in 3 advisers
cited personalisation
as a primary factor
when selecting a
third-party DFM.
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Has increased client satisfaction
translated into adviser profitability?
Within this second chapter of
the study, the data has shown
how advisers have enjoyed
improved results with clients
post-adoption.

Figure 11:

Building on this, the Rathbones research
then looked to understand whether
increased client satisfaction and
performance had translated into financial
benefits for the adviser. Key findings were
as follows:

G
 reater satisfaction and results among users of third-parties

Client numbers

Hourly fee

Adopting advisers reported they had,
on average, 19 more clients than
non-DFM users (172 vs 151).

Adopters detailed they were, on average,
able to earn an hourly fee of £206
(against £196 for non-adopters).

172
151

206

196

£

£

Client revenues

Earning potential

Time liberated by employing a thirdparty DFM meant that 58% of advisers
were able to generate more paid time
from existing clients. Users enjoyed
annual average revenues of £220,716
compared to £186,606 for non-DFM users
– 18.3% more.

Despite non-adopters’ perceptions that
using DFM will endanger their client
relationship and income, adopters actually
earned more on average than their
non-adopter counterparts. This resulted
in adopters earning roughly £15k per year
more, on average, than non-adopters.

£220,716

£186,606

15k

£

more
per year

2017
DFM users (n=67)
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Non-DFM users (n=33)
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Discretionary fund
management at Rathbones
While data on the ‘big picture’ adoption of
DFM has been available for some time, we
commissioned CoreData to understand a
different dimension. Our goal was to understand
what measurable effects adopting DFM had on
adviser businesses over time.
To achieve this, CoreData advocated a research
framework that compared adopters of DFM with
non-adopters. The research was anonymous,
and involved thousands of hours of adviser
interviews to ensure robustness and value
of findings.
The result is a significant piece of independent
research into the changes that DFM has
brought: ‘The value of discretionary fund
management’ report.

onal
For prof essi

inte rme diar

The report has also been invaluable in allowing
us to examine how the findings can further
improve our DFM offering to advisers. Areas such
as performance, value for money, the tailoring
of investment solutions to specific client needs
and transparency of charges are the foundation
on which we have built our DFM solutions.
The study has given us the catalyst to further
improve our client offering.

ies only

The value of discretionary fund
management – chapter 1

ionar y
of discret
The value agement
fund man
Cha pter

This, the second chapter, examines the impact
of DFM on the client relationship. The first
chapter (available on our website at Rathbones.
com/value-discretionary-fund-management)
provides a comparison of how adopting advisers’
business models have changed since adoption,
benchmarking them against non-adopters.

el
advi ser mod
act on the
1: The imp

Delivering insight on ‘The impact on the adviser model’, the
first chapter covers:

Com miss

–– The make-up of client
banks post-adoption

–– Changes in client bank
numbers post-adoption

–– Key factors when selecting
a DFM

–– Time monetisation and
the impact on advisers’
salaries

ione d by

Rese arch

Visit Rathbones.com/value-discretionary-fund-management

by

08/10/2018

17:34

indd 1

e_Book_AW.

8186_Rathbon

If you would like to find out more about our offering for
financial advisers, please contact our intermediary service
desk on 020 7399 0399 or email rutm@rathbones.com
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Important information
This document is published by Rathbone Investment Management and
does not constitute a solicitation, nor a personal recommendation for the
purchase or sale of any investment; investments or investment services
referred to may not be suitable for all investors.
No consideration has been given to the particular investment objectives,
financial situations or particular needs of any recipient and you should
take appropriate professional advice before acting. The price or value of
investments, and the income derived from them, can go down as well
as up and an investor may get back less than the amount invested. Past
performance is not a reliable indicator of future results. Tax regimes,
bases and reliefs may change in the future.
Rathbone Investment Management will not, by virtue of distribution
of this document, be responsible to any other person for providing the
protections afforded to customers or for advising on any investment.
Rathbone Investment Management, and its associated companies,
directors, representatives, employees and clients may have positions
in, be materially interested in or have provided advice or investment
services in relation to the investments mentioned or related investments
and may from time to time purchase or dispose of any such securities.
Neither Rathbone Investment Management nor any associated company,
director, representative or employee accepts any liability for any direct
or consequential loss arising from the use of information contained in
this document, provided that nothing in this document shall exclude or
restrict any duty or liability which Rathbone Investment Management
may have to its customers under the UK regulatory system.
We are covered by the Financial Services Compensation Scheme.
The FSCS can pay compensation to investors if a bank is unable to meet
its financial obligations.
For further information (including the amounts covered and the
eligibility to claim) please refer to the FSCS website fscs.org.uk or call
020 7892 7300 or 0800 678 1100.
Rathbone Brothers Plc is independently owned, is the sole shareholder
in each of its subsidiary businesses and is listed on the London Stock
Exchange. Rathbones is a trading name of Rathbone Investment
Management Limited. Rathbone Investment Management Limited is
authorised by the Prudential Regulation Authority and regulated by the
Financial Conduct Authority and the Prudential Regulation Authority.
Registered office: Port of Liverpool Building, Pier Head, Liverpool L3
1NW. Registered in England No. 01448919.
Rathbone Investment Management Limited is a wholly owned subsidiary
of Rathbone Brothers Plc.
Head office: 8 Finsbury Circus, London, EC2M 7AZ.
The information and opinions expressed herein are considered valid at
publication, but are subject to change without notice and their accuracy
and completeness cannot be guaranteed. No part of this document may
be reproduced in any manner without prior permission.
© 2018 Rathbone Brothers Plc
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